Week of: Feb. 18-21, 2020

Parent’s Initials: _______

Classroom News
-Ms. Crabtree’s Class-

Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

coming
skating
taking
giving
choosing
smiling
baking
sliding
changing
waving
leaving
making
hoping
trading
having

Problem of the Day
(POD):

7x6=42
42/7=6
8x4=32
32/4=8

6x7=42
42/6=7
4x8=32
32/8=4

Multiplication for the
Week: 6’s and 7’s
Word Study Skill:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They wiill be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Friday, 2/21— Spelling, Vocabulary, Verbs, POD,
Reading
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: Central Message
Math: Fractions/ Multiplication within 100
Grammar: Capitalization
History/Science: Black History/ Food Chains
Fry Phrases
List 4— Test on Feb. 28th

Important Dates:
Feb. 27— Blast from the Past, $3

Feb. 28— Candy Money Due
Mar. 4— Spring Pictures

Vocabulary Words:

lengthy: lasting along time, often longer than
expected, not short
retreat; to back away from something or
someone and stop getting closer
mature: to be full grown and act like an adult
gingerly: to do something in a very careful and
gentle way
vulnerable: to be at risk of a physical or
emotional attack or harm
hightail: to move quickly and hurry when
traveling to a new spot
safeguard: to do something that protects
someone or something from potential danger
uncoordinated: to be clumsy and not move
about in a natural or easy way
elusive: to be difficult to find or catch
virtually: nearly, almost all of something or
someone
dodge: to avoid someone or something by
move quickly around
frail: to be weak or very delicate, very easy to
break or damage
rely: to depend on someone or something and
have trust and confidence
venture: a risky or daring journey

synonyms
different words with the
same meanings

